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E-BUSINESSES AND CEREALS’S E-MARKET USING 
E-COMMERCE IN INTERNET 

 

AFACERILE ELECTRONICE SI PIAŢA CEREALOR PRIN 
INTERMEDIUL COMERŢULUI ELECTRONIC PE INTERNET 

 

LIGIA PREDA *  
   

The developments of information’s technology offer a new formula of 
commercial valorification to activities from rural space, as a participant 
at virtual market through the Internet. In the paper, I present data from 
the study I’ve made about electronic Business and cereals’s e-market 
using eCommerce in Romania. There are data about e-commerce and on-
line shops regarding the products, ordering and pay methods.  
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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE IN BUSINESS WORLD 
Electronic Commerce (EC) it’s considered to be the follow after 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). EDI offer to commercial societies the 
posibillity to change business documents into a standard design, using 
electronic tools to manufacture and them transmision. In the same time, 
banks are using dedicate networks for Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT).  

Once with the growing of accesibility to Internet, EC has captured 
the interest of the individual consumers and of the comercials societies by 
any size and preocupations. With the advanced techonogies that are now 
disposible, it’s talking more offten about (DE-Digital Economy). In essence, 
more than the simply sell/buy of products and servicies using EC, with EC 
we can realise exchanges of ideas, stuffs and knoledges. 

The EC technologies can be used to manage a business using for 
communication Internet, Intranet or other computers networks. In the last 
years Internet has became more and more used in Electronic Commerce.  

The common declaration European Union – Unites States regarding 
EC bring to front the role of global electronic commerce in the development 
of mondial economy in XXI century. It’s also underlined (marked) the rol 
which EC will have in dynamicity of small and middle enterprises. 

Financial-tranzactions models in EC. Internet became a way to 
commerce with an indubitable power to facility and grow the sells of a 
pallete more and more largues of products and services.  
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Electronic Commerce it’s an integrate concept which designate a 

large series of services support to business proceses, including electronic 
mail (e-mail) inter-organisations, electronic catalogues, support systems for 
commerce with stuff and servicies; support systems for taking of commands, 
logistic and transactions; systems for statistic reports and informations for 
management. EC is reference about the way of show the activities specific 
of business medium, specially using electronic tools (computers networks) 
into an automatic integrate system for the change of business informations. 
In electronic commerce, information is moveing directly between the 
implyed agents in business (seller, buyer, bank, transporter, service agent), 
without using paper support (paper print or fax). 

Strategies for E-Commerce. The concept of virtual value is very 
important for EC, because it offer the posibility to introduce digital 
informations in usual processes that apears in the time of running of 
business activities. One of the principal objectives of EC strategies is to 
identify and to encourage the users of information on Internet, by offering 
the neded support. EC offer the posibility to conduct a business into a 
flexible manner that could benefit of different oportunities that will appear.  

The electronic market of buyers and sellers. Internet offer a series of 
technologies to realise some services to communicate between interested 
groups: B2Bs, conversation businesses (chat), multimedia conference. 
Creating an interactive electronic market presume to completely give up at 
paper and printer and to cross the hole activities on electronic support.  

A proper way to realise this purpose is using Web as support for 
group services as: Business Center who offer a first level support for the 
enterprises that want to connect at EC; links to the owen pages of the users 
of Business Center; interactive catalogues of products for resellers and 
distributors; technical support for these. The purpose is to integrate the 
multiple sources of informations about products, services, enterprises and 
asociations to offer a unique server, interactiv, of resources for EC. 

The digital information, as a stone rock at the base for digital 
economy, furnish the infrastructure of communication for the control of 
production’s processes and distribution of the stuffs (things), no mater are 
they physical objects or services. By using Web technologies it can be 
realise a tied connection between producers and distributors by simplify the 
commands, inventory and actualized offerts, presentation of the products. 
The distributers, at their turn, can give to their users, controled access by 
the access’ paswords, at different levels from the „online” database. 
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Technical "on-line" support  for clients. Tehnical support offered 
to the clients is important both for the growing of quality of the products 
and services, and for the growing of the enterprise’s reputation. More than 
asuring of a very useful reaction comming from clients, the technical 
support can be also a source of gains. Actuals systems of interactive 
communications by Web, permit to any client to transmit (completing a 
formular) the request to support and to consult interactivly questions and 
answers that eventualy will offer imediatly a solution to his problem. 

Money’s manipulation in Internet. The actual level of security in 
Internet/Intranets permit using the moneys for realizes paying by valute 
exchange transfer. Many of the procedures used in electronic payment 
through Internet are similar to those are used into an usually market place. 
The main diference is that in the case of EC, everything is made 
(completed) through Internet, using Web services and other services of 
digital date’s transmitions. The demands are similars with the clasic 
systems: authentification and authorizations, confidentiality, security.  

    

E-COMMERCE IN ROMANIA 
Reffering to electronic commerce in Romania, analyzers belives in the 

extraordinry potential of this market, but is dificult to evaluate exactly what 
presume this activity in present as business volume. This, because, in add 
with the virtual store (e-shop) which sells through the intermedium of same 
proccesors registrated in Romania, there are also commerciants who 
proccesing to extern, by the intermediary of some company from outside the 
country (stranger) – cathegory that isn’t monitorized (counted), so it do not 
offer officialls statistics about the number of these virtual magazine (store) 
and the volume of business that these are generating.  The first cathegory of 
commerciants, meaning „virtual store” are registered in the „3D Secure-
system – the highest standard of security of the transactions on Internet – 
and the informations on this sector are centralized by the processor 
RomCard (company that implemented this standard in România in the same 
time at BCR, Raiffeisen Bank and Tiriac Bank). In conformity with 
RomCard, at the end of the first semester in 2007, were signed contracts 
with over 200 comerciants regarding the configuration of the owns sites 
with the purpose to can sell on-line on Internet, in 3D Secure system. 

The first tansactions in 3D Secure system were realized in march 
2004. The growing trend, of some thousands transactions into a month has 
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maintained from the first semester in 2006 till in the month of July, when 
have been counted almost 12.000 transactions. Even if, the transactioned 
volume in the first 10 months in 2006 has grew at only 5,8 milions Euro, 
unlike in 2005, the situation has reversed, so that two from three of the 
transaction’s number, means cards emitted in Romania that were utilized in 
virtuals magazines-shop from our country. This way are explained the 
45.200 transactions in RON from the total of 68.600 transactions procesed 
by RomCard from January and till inclusive in October 2006. The 
difference of 34% from transations is retained by the cards emitted in Euro 
or in USD by the banks of stranger country, but which have been used for 
shopping in roumanian’s virtual shop-magazine. From statistics of RomCard 
result that the average of a transaction on Internet with a card emitted in 
local roumanian currency was 160 RON, and on cards emitted outside the 
country was 182 USD and 210 Euro (currency that have been emitted). 

The recently statistic of RomCard show that in the first trimester 
(three month) of this year (2008), the on-line shopping in 3D Secure system 
(regime) from the roumanians shop (store) have reached 149.000 
transactions with the card in value of  11,7 milioane Euro. This mean that 
the average value of the online bought product or services, directly by 
Internet, its 78,5 Euro.   The cards emitted in RON have the biggest percent 
in the total number of transactions (77%), and on the other hand, the cards 
emitted in EUR have the biggest percent in the value of transactions (55%). 

Transactions proccesed by RomCard in 3D Secure system in 1th 
trimester-2008 

 (Table 1) 
Month Ianuarie Februarie Martie Total 

Nr. tranzactii 50.201 48.763 49.959 148.923 
Val. Tranzactii (EUR) 3.645.422  4.058.706  3.983.673 11.687.801 EUR 

Sursa: RomCard (1 .) No-cash.ro    

  The general directory of RomCard declared that, now they have 
reached to realise in one trimester as in the hole year 2006. Mentaining of 
this scale (size) mean that in 2008 to notice that online shopping using bank-
card in value of over 50 milioane Euro. The analyzers are waiting for the 
end of 2008 to be a number around 1.000 online shops (magazine) which to 
accept card at payment in 3D Secure system. The market could registre even 
a double number of online magazines-shops, follow to be strong influented 
and by the presence in Romania of those from PayPal. 
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The transactionated volumes on card in 2007 has reached to 16,5% 
from PIB  (2.  No-Cash) .  The past year (2007) was one of the richest in events 
from perspective of the premiers recorded in the market. The preliminary 
dates reported by the banks show the fact that it was passed the step of 10 
milions of valid credit cards in circulation, and the network to acceptance 
has registrated over 60.000 of operationals POS as a result of installing 
them in the locations of a 25.000 of commerciants. 

The market as a hole has continued to divide the clients so that has 
appear credit products exclusive addressed to students, cards on the segment 
Platinum, or products destinated paying bills of utilities which have succed 
to attract in system persons without any historical in relation with a bank. 

Probably, the most spectaculase 
performant of the year 2007 
remaine the growing of the 
measure of using the cards, which 
has registrated 214 millions of 
transations in value of 20 mld. 
Euro, increasing with 27% and 
respectively 66% compare with 
2006. This mean that the financial 

volum that has been transactioned by using cards, has represented 16,5% 
from PIB, compared with 12,6% in 2006. 

At the growing of volume transasctioned on cards has contributed 
also the growing with 30,7% of average gained of nominal net salary in 
2007 (january 2008/january 2007) as also the sum spend on credit cards, 
products that has reached to keep aproximatly 10% from the total of valid 
cards existed in circulation. 

A specialy mention is given to using cards on Internet for shopping. 
Electronic commerce in 2007 has registred aproximatly 35 millions Euro, 
that mean a growing of nearly four times bigger compared with 2006. Very 
important is the fact that 30% from buying has been made from outside the 
country in roumanian magazins–that mean export of goodies and services 
on card - and 70% was local electronic commerce.  Pricipals countries 
where have been made shopping were Italy, France and Spain. 

The Agriculture and the Constructions sustain the economy in 2008, 
but consume could slow it. ( 4.  dailybusiness.ro).  In 2008, agriculture could have 
the bigest contribution to PIB growing. The contribution of agriculture, 

http://www.dailybusiness.ro/
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constructions and industrial production could accelerate the growing of 
economy in 2008, say some analizers, but others sustain that the consume 
evolution that is no long growing, could slow the PIB ascending.   
     Agricover Credit IFN have proposed to offered agriculture credits in 

value of 30 millions euro in 2009. ( 5. 

dailybusiness.ro). The Agricover group has 
started in 27 march 2008 one financier 
component - Agricover Credit IFN, 
that offer products and financier 
services to agriculture enterprisers, 
waiting that in 2009 to offer finances 
in value of 30 mil. Euro. 

The romanian e-commerce 
with on-line pay using card – was in 

value of 34,8 millions euro in 2007 (6.) . Market can be dubble in 2008. The 
total value of electronic commerce in market  with online pay by card has 
grew in 2007 with 263% in comparison with 2006, reaching the sum of 34,8 
millioans euro and a number of 449.000 transactions, in conformity with a 
report trasmitted by the autochthon company of on-line pay ePayment. 
Romanians online shop that use the solution ePayment have registred a total 
of 344.000 transactions, with a total value of 29,5 millions euro. The 
growing of concurention on market, the developement plans and the 
changing of the consumer behaviour which become more and more selectiv, 
have determinated the companies to look after new methods and ways 
through which they could grow the sells, and the online method of pay offer 
interesting oportunities – said the officials of the online pay company. 
 As shows, GeCad ePayment statistics, in the last Christmas holiday (2007), 
the roumanians have bought in special touristic packages, IT&electrohouse 
products, toys and gifts from the specialised web sites, but also products and 
services of telecomunications. "Regarding the evolution of market in 2008, 
at the end of year is waited a total value of 70 millions euro and a number of 
780.000 transactions. Also, is expected to grow the percent of the on-line 
payment from the total market of electronic commerce, from 15-20% as it is 
in present, to 25%". In the whole year 2006 have been realized 107.000 
online transactions, the equivalence with a value of 9,6 mil. Euro. 

ePayment introduce PayPal and want 95.000 transactions in the 4th 
quarter of year.(7.) General directory-manager of Gecad ePayment declared: 

http://www.dailybusiness.ro/-
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"Introducing PayPal as a way for payment in ePayment system (in the 
options of paying on Internet) can go to a significative growing of the 
transactions volume made from outside the country". 

About the desadvantages of electronic commerce that decrease the 
number of roumanian buyers used with traditional commerce are: peoples 
can not touch and testing the products (the articols presentation from 
magazine is much valuable);  there isn’t a seller person who could make 
recomandations and answer to the questions, even if many of the “on-line” 
shop are offering on-line assistance;  it must be implemented a delivery 
system of the products and transaction of the moneys;  the magazine must 
be  promoted by the potentials buyers. 

 

             AGRICULTURE’S VIRTUAL MARKET (8.)   bursaagricola.ro 
Once with the growing of impact of information’s technology in 

activities from rural space, in particular in the economics activities from the 
agricultural branche, has appeared the neccesity to create a virtual market, 
which is possible to be puted in practice through the Internet, so that, every 
more day, more commerciants from different county (regions) of the country 
to have the posibility to participate at this formula of commercial 
valorification.  The application can be view by any posible player at the 
market, using a navigation browser on Internet (Internet Explorer, Mozilla 
Firefox). Any participant ca become practicly from a simple visitor, an activ 
player, by completing of some dates of indentification in the system, 
through connection and introducing of them into a database founded on a 
server (node of informatic network), so that – using an identification method 
in system (user name and password) – the participant to be able to visualize 
the action on stockexchange-market (demands and offerts), in their 
historical development. The market is divided in clear categories, for the 
purpose that user could visualize more easily the offerts from the same 
branch. By simply holding on the menu „details”, we can find all the 
information reffering to the proposed transaction – from the name of the 
products to the name of the producer, the starting date of the offert as also 
the end date, the price and, eventualy, even information about the source 
from where the product come. 

In the presented model of virtual market are transactioned: cereals, 
vegetables, fruits and animals, each of these being separate transactioned. 
Theirs presentation as tables is also servicing to an easy visualisation. The 

http://www.bursaagricola.ro/
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dates coresponding to each products cathegory are introduced in order of the 
day (date) of transaction, but there is 
also the posibility to sort them 
different, by a criteria that present at 
the moment of using, a special interest 
- as example, the price. The icons in 
front of each row identify the product 
as beeing destinated to the selling 
(green box) or to the buying (red box).  

The sign up to pacticicipate at 
stockexchange-market is doing on the base of a standard form, which is 
online completed. The asked informations are very various, but in the same 
time are essentially,them demand beeing motivate by the necessity to assure 
a big transparently and the security that the one you are in transaction is a 
person or an organization of trust. Also here it’s permitted, even more, 
recomanded, also to add details about the organization (such would be the 
web site and including a picture with the sign-banner of farm.) so that the 
one who wish to collaborate in the future can make it not only through 
market-exchange. After signing up you will enter into a section from where 
you have a multitude of options and useful informations regarding the using 
of market-exchange. To quit the application is very easy, by simply clicking 
the buton „Logout”.The virtual market-exchange offers one more advantage: 
that to present into an actractiv way the last news in branche, in to a 
chronological order. The application presented, virtual market-exchange, 
have in backward of the shell, a system and a technology perfectioned 
acrossing the years. 
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